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Abstract

The aim of this work is the automatic extraction of Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) in Electronic Health Records (EHRs) written in Spanish. From Natural Language Processing (NLP) perspective, this is approached as a relation extraction task in which the drug is the causative agent of a disease, the adverse reaction. This would help to increase the reporting of ADRs and their earliest possible detection, helping to improve the health of the patients.

ADR extraction from EHRs involves major challenges. First, drugs and diseases found in an EHR are often unrelated or sometimes related as treatment, but seldom as ADRs. This implies the inference of a predictive model from samples with skewed class distribution. Second, EHRs contain both standard and nonstandard abbreviations and misspellings. All this leads to a high lexical variability. Third, the Spanish count with few resources and tools to apply NLP. To cope with these challenges, we explored several ADR detection algorithms (Random Forest and Joint Attention) and representations (symbolic and dense) to characterize the ADR candidates. In addition, we assessed the tolerance of the ADR detection model to external noise such as the incorrect detection of the medical entities involved in the ADR extraction.

Index Terms: Adverse Drug Reactions, Electronic Health Records, Text mining, Supervised machine learning

1. Introduction

An ADR is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as ‘a response to a medicine which is noxious and unintended, and which occurs at doses normally used in man’ [1]. The WHO informed about the importance of reporting ADRs to understand and treat the diseases caused by drugs and, as a result, improve the patients care [2]. However, ADRs are still heavily under-reported, which makes their prevention difficult. This was the motivation to automatically extract ADRs on Electronic Health Records (EHRs). Given that information stored digitally by the hospitals is growing, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques can be used to create a system that helps the doctors to analyze the ADRs of the patients in a given EHR, facilitating the decision making process and alleviating the work-load. As a consequence, the patients’ health could improve and the pharmaco-surveillance service would be informed about the detected ADRs. The ADR extraction was defined as a relation extraction task. That is, the aim is to detect ADR relations between the entities (drugs and diseases) recognized in a given text. For the ADR extraction developed in this work, we distinguished the two steps involved in this task, which were developed using a pipeline approach:

1. Medical Entity Recognition (MER) to find “drug” entities and “disease” entities. The “drug” entity encompasses either a brand name, a substance or an active ingredient and the “disease” entity encompasses either a disease, a sign or a symptom.

2. ADR detection to discover the relations between “drug” entities and “disease” entities that correspond to ADRs. The “drug” entity would be the causative agent and the “disease” entity would be the caused adverse reaction.

In the ADR extraction process, we had to overcome some challenges that make this supervised classification task difficult. On the one hand, the ADRs are minority relations because generally the drug and the disease are either unrelated or related as treatment and, thus, the ADRs are rare cases. This implies the inference of a predictive model from samples with skewed class distribution. On the other hand, the EHRs show multiple lexical variations. EHRs are written by experts under time pressure, employing rich medical jargon together with colloquial expressions, not always grammatical, and it is not infrequent to find misspellings and both standard and nonstandard abbreviations. In addition, our EHRs are written in Spanish whereas the majority of biomedical NLP research has been done in English. The Spanish and other languages different to English count with few resources and tools to apply NLP in the medical domain. In this line, it is remarkable the recent interest in developing NLP tools for languages other than English [3]. To cope with these challenges, we explored several ADR detection algorithms, Random Forest (RF) [4] and Joint Attention Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (AB-LSTM) [5], and representations to characterize the ADR candidates, symbolic and dense.

The main objective of this work is the creation of a model able to detect automatically ADRs in EHRs written in Spanish. This, in turn, encompasses the sub-objectives stated below:

- Detect ADRs by discovering relations between the causative drug and the caused diseases.
  The aim is to detect drug-disease pairs related as ADRs and not only the disease caused by the drug. Indicating explicitly the entities involved in an ADR can result more useful for their study.
- Discover approaches to overcome the class imbalance.
  Given that ADRs are rare events, it is frequent to find the class imbalance problem in this task. Machine learning algorithms tend to expect balanced class distributions and learning the minority class is difficult for them. For
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this reason, our intention is to explore different techniques that could help to tackle this issue improving the ADR detection or find approaches that could be robust against imbalanced distributions of the class.

- Discover robust representations to cope with the lexical variability and the data sparsity. This is a challenge goal due to two factors. First, the EHRs are written during consultation time and each doctor uses different terms or expressions, producing lexical variations. Second, due to confidentiality issues, there is a lack of available EHRs. Then, our intention is to explore different representations in order to make the most of the annotated corpus.

2. Related work

One of the differentiating factors in related works dealing with ADR extraction is the definition of the task itself. In our case, it is approached as a relation extraction task between drugs and diseases (the adverse reactions). From the NLP perspective, this consists in the extraction of cause-effect events between the entities. There are relevant works following this approach [6, 7, 8, 9]. Alternatively, some authors considered ADR extraction as the identification of the caused disease (the adverse reaction), that is, a sub-class of MER [10, 11, 12, 13] or refer to ADR extraction as the detection of presence (or absence) of ADRs in a document [14, 15, 16].

ADR extraction was applied to several textual genres such as social media, scientific publications or EHRs. Among the works developed with EHRs we distinguished three approaches. The earliest attempts made use of symbolic features (e.g. word-forms, lemmas and POS tags) to represent the ADRs and employed traditional classifiers [17, 18]. Next, with the growing distributional semantics, word-embeddings were introduced and main trends in characterizations turned from symbolic into dense spaces [19]. Finally, deep neural networks re-emerged as state-of-the-art classification approaches [20, 21].

For Spanish, we found the SpanishADRCorpus [10] labeled with drugs and effects as entities and drug indications and adverse drug reactions as relations. It is composed by 400 documents gathered from ForumClinic, a health network website in Spanish. Note that this corpus was employed for ADR extraction with techniques based on rules and unsupervised methods [22, 23, 24].

3. Methods

3.1. Corpora

In this work we employed three annotated corpora that involve EHRs written in Spanish from two hospitals within Osakidetza. The gold standard corpus (IxaMed-GS) contains 75 EHRs from the Galdakao hospital [25]. The cross hospital corpus (IxaMed-CH) contains 267 EHRs from the Galdakao and Basurto hospitals. It contains the EHRs of IxaMed-GS. The extended corpus (IxaMed-E) contains 463 EHRs from the Galdakao and Basurto hospitals. It contains some EHRs of IxaMed-CH but not of IxaMed-GS. In order to infer and evaluate the models, each corpus was divided in train, development and test sets randomly selected without replacement. Parameters were tuned by training with the train set and evaluating on the dev set (train vs dev). With those parameters the model was trained with the union of the train and dev sets and evaluated on the test set (train, dev vs test). While the positive ADR relations were those manually annotated by the experts, the negative relations were created by combining all the Disease group and Allergy entities with all the Drug group entities present in each document. Table 1 shows the quantitative description of these corpora: number of documents, word-forms, vocabulary, Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words and medical entities that the experts manually tagged together with the number of ADR relations of each class. Note that the OOVs are words of the evaluation set that were not seen in the training set. The OOV of the Dev set are calculated with respect to the vocabulary of the Train set and the OOV of the Test set are calculated with respect to the vocabulary of the Train and Dev sets.

Table 1: Quantitative description of the corpora. Positive relations (⊕) refer to ADRs while negative relations (⊖) refer to non-ADRs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Word-forms</th>
<th>Vocabulary</th>
<th>OOV</th>
<th>Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IxaMed-GS</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20,689</td>
<td>4,934</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IxaMed-CH</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>91,088</td>
<td>13,809</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IxaMed-E</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>138,695</td>
<td>18,003</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. ADR detection approaches

Firstly, we used three approaches for ADR extraction, with alternative characterizations and classification algorithms, using the IxaMed-GS corpus.

- ADR detection with symbolic representations and RF

We explored symbolic characterizations with the traditional classifier RF [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. First, we tackled the detection of intra-sentence as well as inter-sentence ADRs. In order to overcome the class imbalance we tried different techniques: sampling, cost-sensitive learning, ensemble learning and one-class classification. Finally, we restricted the task to the same sentence to reduce the level of imbalance. Note that we also explored two approaches to detect negated entities automatically [31, 32]. These would be used to discard negative ADR candidates.
• ADR detection with dense representations and RF
We explored dense characterizations created from embeddings that were used together with the RF classifier overcoming the class imbalance [33]. Instead of using an embedding for each word, we built a single context-aware embedding (dense representation created taking into account the embeddings of the context-words). Furthermore, we proposed different smoothing techniques that were applied to the dense representations to improve the proximity between semantically related words. These techniques are direction cosines, truncation, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and clustering.

• ADR detection with dense representations and Joint AB-LSTM
We used dense characterization automatically inferred by the Joint AB-LSTM network [34]. Specifically, in the Joint AB-LSTM two Bi-LSTM are trained. We compared different pooling strategies such as max, average and attention pooling separately and also their combinations. We explored the use of word-forms and lemmas as core-features. Furthermore, we explored the techniques to overcome the class imbalance suited for neural networks (re-sample, re-sample per batch and cost-sensitive learning).

3.3. Tolerance of ADR detection to noise
Finally, with the best performing approach, we used different corpora (IxaMed-GS, IxaMed-CH and IxaMed-E) with a higher number of examples and slightly variations in the sub-domains (EHRs from different hospitals with different services or specializations). In addition, we also analyzed the influence in the ADR extraction of a real system for the automatic detection of medical entities. Specifically, we employed Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [35] as classifier.

4. Results
4.1. Results for the ADR detection approaches
Developing the ADR detection with symbolic representations and RF, the best results were obtained at sentence level with the application of re-sample. Restricting the ADR detection to sentence level alleviated drastically the class imbalance problem, reducing the imbalance ratio from 1:222 to 1:4. Among all the hand-crafted features used in our symbolic representation, the 20 most relevant features for the intra-sentence scope were the word-forms and lemmas of the entities and their contexts. By contrast, the distances are the most relevant ones when inter- and intra-sentence scope is considered.

With dense representations and RF the best performing model was created with the application of director cosines, truncation and PCA. The embeddings were generated with a corpus of EHRs using GloVe. We compared the results obtained using the concatenation of words with those obtained replacing the words by their corresponding embeddings and it led to significant improvements. We also observed that the smoothing techniques outperformed their corresponding non-smoothed counterpart.

In the case of dense representations and Joint AB-LSTM, the best results were obtained without tackling the class imbalance, using a lemmatized version of the embeddings, Batch Normalization and combining max pooling and attentive pooling. We used a Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) as baseline, a simplified version of the Joint AB-LSTM that skips the Bi-LSTM layer. This was outperformed by the Joint AB-LSTM. We found that Batch Normalization was helpful and lemmatization was effective. According to the results, it seemed as if max and attention pooling complimented each other.

Table 2 shows these results, which demonstrate that the dense representation resulted useful since the f-measure of the positive class obtained with the symbolic representation improved in all the cases. Furthermore, the abstract representation automatically inferred by the Joint AB-LSTM was even better. For more detailed see [30, 34, 34].

### Table 2: Results of each best performing approach (symbolic + RF, dense + RF, dense + Joint AB-LSTM) for the IxaMed-GS corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>train vs dev</th>
<th>train.dev vs test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint AB-LSTM</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>85.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg.</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg.</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg.</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>82.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Results for the tolerance of ADR detection to noise
Analyzing the tolerance of ADR detection to noise we observed that despite of increasing the class imbalance and the sub-domains, the results improved as the size of the corpus increased. This is shown in Table 3, where the best results were obtained with IxaMed-E, the largest corpus.

In addition, Table 4 gives the results obtained with CRF as entity recognizer. The f-measure of the positive class suggests that ADR relations are scarce and missing some entities does not have an impact in the results while they are important in clinical practice.

5. Discussion
In this work we made a step ahead in the development of NLP methods that deal with ADR extraction defined as relation extraction task between a causative drug and the adverse reaction. We observed that the combination of approaches to tackle the high class imbalance, precisely sampling and cost-sensitive learning, was beneficial in the context of inter- and intra-sentence ADR extraction. We also observed that class imbalance can be, somehow, tackled in intra-sentence ADR extraction.

We experimentally corroborated that to deal with lexical variability, context-aware embeddings are useful to preserve the lexical nuances in this domain. Furthermore, to alleviate the influence that the lack of training samples might have in the
quality of the inferred dense representations, we proposed the use of smoothing techniques. We observed that dense spaces of lemmas also helped to tackle the lexical variability. In fact, lemmatization was particularly effective in the neural networks used for ADR extraction. In addition, we corroborated that the Joint AB-LSTM is able to cope with these types of noise although, naturally, there is a small decrease in its performance due to the missed entities involved in the ADR pairs.

The main contribution of this work is that the ADR extraction was developed using EHRs written in Spanish. To the best of our knowledge, for ADR extraction in texts written in Spanish, we are the first employing EHRs. In related works we observed that there is a corpus written in Spanish, SpanishADR-Corpus [10], that was employed to develop several works for ADR detection. However, this corpus is not composed by EHRs and the authors employed techniques based on rules and unsupervised methods instead of supervised learning.

6. Conclusions and future work

ADRs are rare events, then, supervised classification algorithms tend to be biased and learning to predict the minority class is complex. The application of approaches to overcome the class imbalance improves the performance of the ADR detection model to find inter- as well as intra-sentence ADRs. However, the results are considerably better in the intra-sentence scope than in the inter-sentence scope.

A key issue in the extraction of ADRs is the operative characterization of events. With regard to initial symbolic characterizations, if both inter-sentence and intra-sentence relations are taken into account, features related to the distances between the entities involved result relevant for the task. If the ADR detection is focused on intra-sentence ADRs, the word-forms and the lemmas of the entities and their contexts are more relevant. NLP rapidly evolved towards dense characterizations. Dense representations have the strength of exploiting semantic relatedness in dense low dimensional spaces. This is an important factor in our task to cope with lexical variability. We corroborated that dense representations outperform symbolic ones and it seemed as if the model gains generalization ability.

Another important factor is the classification approach. In this work we compared a traditional supervised classification approach (RF) and an emerging technique based on deep neural networks (Joint AB-LSTM) and found that Joint AB-LSTM outperformed RF. We speculated about the reasons behind. An outstanding difference between traditional and neural approaches rests on the generation of the inherent characterization for the instances. While traditional approaches make use of hand-crafted features (either in their symbolic or embedded as dense representations), neural approaches infer, automatically, abstract features. Nevertheless, we found that FFNN did not outperform the RF when the instances were characterized with smooth embeddings. Our hypothesis to explain that Joint AB-LSTM outperform RF is that the information captured from the context is crucial in relation extraction. While RF exploits the context in a static way, Joint AB-LSTM can leverage the context dynamically. Furthermore, we observed, empirically, that Joint AB-LSTM networks are less sensitive to class imbalance than RF.

Variations in the size and domain of the corpus have an effect in the performance of the ADR detection model. To be precise, the larger the corpus the better the results. Regarding the variations associated to different sub-domains introduced by the use of EHRs of different hospitals, Joint AB-LSTM resulted robust. Needless to say, the errors propagated from the MER step affect the ADR detection. Missing entities lead to undiscovered relations. However, the drop in performance is not as dramatic as we expected.

ADR extraction is a major issue in pharmaco-surveillance and documentation. So far, the systems tend to focus on the detection of drug-disease pairs located in the same sentence (intra-sentence relations). Nevertheless, EHRs have implicit information that might reveal underlying relations (e.g. information in the antecedents might be relevant to guess the causes for an adverse event). That is, as future work an effort should be made to detect inter-sentence relations both, explicitly and implicitly stated. Moreover, we can work in developing entity recognition and relation extraction simultaneously, using a joint model to avoid the propagation of pipeline errors.
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